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Abstract
In order to provide personalized interactions
in a conversational system, responses must
be consistent with the user and agent persona
while still being relevant to the context of
the conversation. Existing personalized con-
versational systems increase the consistency
of the generated response by leveraging per-
sona descriptions, which sometimes tend to
generate irrelevant responses to the context.
To solve this problems, we propose to extend
the persona-agnostic meta-learning (PAML)
framework (Madotto et al., 2019) by adding
knowledge from ConceptNet knowledge graph
(Speer et al.) with multi-hop attention mech-
anism (Tran and Niedereée, 2018). Knowl-
edge is a concept in a triple form that helps
in conversational flow. The multi-hop atten-
tion mechanism helps select the most appropri-
ate triples with respect to the conversational
context and persona description, as not all
triples are beneficial for generating responses.
The Meta-Learning (PAML) framework allows
quick adaptation to different personas by utiliz-
ing only a few dialogue samples from the same
user. Our experiments on the Persona-Chat
dataset show that our method outperforms in
terms of persona-adaptability, resulting in more
persona-consistent responses, as evidenced by
the entailment (Entl) score in the automatic
evaluation and the consistency (Con) score in
human evaluation.

1 Introduction

Recent advancements in personalized dialogue gen-
eration techniques that incorporate the personality
of the speakers have enabled more human-like, nat-
ural, and persona-consistent responses. However,
most methods require persona information in the
form of style, persona profile, or persona state-
ments, such as “I love meeting new people” and
“Autumn is my favorite season” which can be very
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diverse and hence require a lot of data to model any
persona type.

Figure 1: An example of developing a persona adaptable
and knowledge guided response from test data using meta-
learning and a commonsense knowledge graph. Concepts in
red nodes come from the persona statement and dialogue his-
tory, whereas concepts in blue are in the generated response.

The Persona Agnostic Meta-Learning model
(PAML) (Madotto et al., 2019) was developed to
deal with these practical problems. This model,
trained using meta-learning, would be able to adapt
rapidly to new and unseen personas using only a
few samples. The popular Model-Agnostic Meta-
Learning (MAML) (Finn et al., 2017) framework
served as the foundation for the PAML frame-
work. Customized Model Agnostic Meta-Learning
(CMAML) (Song et al., 2019) framework and Gen-
erating Personalized Dialogue via Multi-Task Meta-
Learning (Lee et al., 2021) both largely follow
the PAML framework except for an extra network
structure optimization component and persona re-
construction component respectively. The Per-
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sonaChat corpus (Zhang et al., 2018), a popular
personalized dialogue generating corpus that in-
cludes persona statements describing each speaker
in addition to persona-specific dialogues, was used
to benchmark all these frameworks. However, a
comprehensive evaluation of these frameworks re-
veals that they continue to struggle to respond to
situations and do not precisely match the persona
statements. For example, in Figure 1, speaker1 asks
a question about the nature of work that speaker2
is doing based on the persona statement: I enjoy
coding such as web design. The responses gener-
ated by the State of the art frameworks are insuf-
ficiently precise. SOTA1, which is trained using
dialogue history and persona statements and tested
as a PAML framework, fails to accurately under-
stand the persona. SOTA2, similar to SOTA1, is
only trained on dialogue history and hence fails to
generate the correct response. SOTA3 is a PAML
framework that uses a meta-learning mechanism
that wrongly understands the persona. Neither ap-
proach appears to be capable of accurately compre-
hending the persona.

Our model’s goal is to appropriately interpret the
context and persona statement while generating an
engaging response that is both context and persona
consistent. Real-life conversations, in general, be-
gin with one topic and transition to other based on
the personalities of the speakers. Basic common-
place knowledge also tends to spark conversations.
Previously, external knowledge was used as a foun-
dation for research, like “an open-domain knowl-
edge graph” (Xing et al., 2017), “a commonsense
knowledge base” (Zhou et al., 2018a), or “back-
ground documents” (Zhou et al., 2018b). Such
external knowledge is incorporated into this re-
search by enhancing the entity representations in
dialogues with it and then generating responses
based on it. This enhanced encoding of informa-
tion in the model improves the quality of the gen-
erated responses. Also, commonsense knowledge-
grounded (Majumder et al., 2020), knowledge ex-
pansion (Zhang et al., 2019), approaches were re-
searched earlier, which also demonstrates an im-
provement in response generation.

In this work, we enhance the entity representa-
tion in persona-profile by using ConceptNet (Speer
et al.) triples. We obtain triple representation us-
ing a graph encoding technique and incorporate
these into the PAML framework (Madotto et al.,

2019) using attention mechanism with the attention
mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014). We then per-
form experiments on the PERSONA-CHAT dataset
(Zhang et al., 2018) to test the effect of knowledge
on persona adaptability. The PAML framework
focuses on learning the different personas as inde-
pendent tasks using the meta-learning approach, as
opposed to building the model to represent all of
the personas. The model is intended to be a few-
shot learner using the PERSONA-CHAT where the
train-test split contains a non-overlapping persona-
type. The meta-learning training steps ensure that
the model can swiftly adjust to a new unseen per-
sona profile as well as the reaction style of a certain
persona by utilizing only a few dialogues for train-
ing. Incorporating commonsense knowledge helps
in a deeper understanding of the persona and dia-
logue context, therefore helping in adaptability.

The response generated by our model (c.f. Fig-
ure 1) is pretty much accurate and understands the
persona statement correctly. Here, We extracted
concepts from persona statement and dialogue con-
text. For example Figure 1, “work” which is ex-
tracted from dialogue context is related to “free-
lance”. Similarly, “web” (extracted from persona
statement), “design” and “work” all three are re-
lated to “freelance” in some way, which is utilised
to generate the response. Our experiment results
show that our approach is effective in both auto-
matic and human evaluation when compared to
baseline models.

2 Related Work

Meta Learning The approach of teaching the
model how to learn fast and effectively is known
as meta-learning. Before, meta-learning was used
in applications such as image classification. Finn
et al. (2017) introduced MAML (Model-Agnostic
Meta-Learning) technique, and it performed well
for few-shot image classification. However, fol-
lowing MAML, various methodologies for NLP
applications such as machine translation (Gu et al.,
2018) and dialogue generation (Qian and Yu, 2019;
Huang et al., 2020; Mi et al., 2019) were proposed,
indicating an improvement. And following this,
PAML (Madotto et al., 2019) was introduced, with
a focus on personalized dialogue generation and
Lee et al. (2021) proposed MTML and AMTML
two frameworks in which they merged persona re-
construction task with the PAML which improved
the persona consistency but failed in other auto-
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matic evaluation metrics.

Personalized dialogue generation have caught the
interest of many in recent years, following Zhang
et al. (2018)’s study of the task with the Persona-
Chat dataset. Recent research focuses on advancing
the dialogue generation by grounding persona in-
formation (Mazaré et al., 2018; Bao et al., 2019;
Wolf et al., 2019) or bringing external knowledge
such as the knowledge graphs (Long et al., 2017;
Ghazvininejad et al., 2018) or supplementary texts
(Vougiouklis et al., 2016; Xu et al., 2017) into the
model. This research demonstrates that by doing
so, the model becomes more informative and con-
sistent with the personas of the speakers, hence
improving generation performance.

Furthermore, if the knowledge graph is properly
formed, or if it is domain-specific (Zhu et al., 2017;
Xu et al., 2017), or if the knowledge base is large
enough (Zhou et al., 2018a), the rich semantics
representation is included through entities and re-
lations (Hayashi et al., 2020). Based on this, Ma-
jumder et al. (2020) grounded the expanded per-
sona statements using a commonsense knowledge
graph, which aids in controlling the flow of the con-
versation. And In addition, reinforcement-learning-
based framework was also proposed by Song et al.
(2020) and Li et al. (2019) for making dialogue
generation more informal. However, all of this
work was based on either directly conditioning the
response with the persona or by incorporating some
commonsense knowledge into the model. None of
the works attempted to generate a response from
the persona except Madotto et al. (2019) and with
the adaption of the knowledge graph.

3 Methodology

Our method extends the PAML framework
(Madotto et al., 2019) by utilizing commonsense
knowledge to generate personalized dialogues. The
PAML is adapted from the MAML, which is capa-
ble of quickly adjusting to new, unknown tasks that
were not employed during training. We continue
to use the PERSONA-CHAT dataset (Zhang et al.,
2018), which was used in the PAML framework.
The dialogue in PERSONA-CHAT includes the ut-
terances u1:m and persona statements p1:n. In pre-
vious research, response R = um was conditioned
on the persona sentences P = p1:n and previous
utterances U = u1:m−1 following Equation 1:

fW (R|U,P ;W ) = p(um|u1:m−1, p1:n;W ) (1)

Algorithm 1 KnowPAML

Require: P train
m , P valid

m

Require: Hyperparameters ηinner, ηouter
Require: iteration, patience, count

Randomly initialize parameter W
while count < patience do

persona batch from train set P t
mi
∼ P train

m

for all P t
mi

do
(Tpi , Vpi) ∼ P t

mi

calculate total loss
Ltotal
Tpi

= Lg
Tpi

(fW ) + Lt
Tpi

(fW )

evaluate∇WLtotal
Tpi

(fW )

update W
′
pi = W − ηinner∇WLtotal

Tpi
(fW )

end for
W ←W − ηouter∇W

1
S

∑
Pmi

LVpi
(fW ′

pi
)

persona batch from valid set
(T

p
′
i
, V

p
′
i
) ∼ P valid

m

if iteration % 10 == 0 then
do for loop as above with (T

p
′
i
)

if LVpi
(W

′
) < LVpi

(W
′
)best then

save weights
else

count+=1
end if

end if
end while

In PAML, they first adapt W from the set of dia-
logue created by a persona and then respond con-
ditioned only on the dialogue history rather than
conditioning on both the dialogue history and per-
sona sentences. So in this case Eq.(1) becomes:

fW (R|U ;W ) = p(um|u1:m−1;W ) (2)

3.1 Knowledgeable Persona-Agnostic Meta
Learning

We use the PERSONA-CHAT dataset with Con-
ceptNet triples associated with it at the utterance
level (Section 3.2). First, we define Pm, which
contains all of the personas and divide it into the
train P train

m , valid P valid
m , and test P test

m sets in
the same way as PAML does. We sample persona
batch P t

mi
from P train

m for every training epoch,
and then sample a set of utterances and associated
triples as training Tpi and another set as validating
Vpi from each persona in P t

mi
. The utterance his-

tory in the batch is passed through a Transformer
encoder and a representation H = [h1, h2, ..., hn]
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is obtained. Two weight matrices Wconcept_emb

and Wrelation_emb are trained along with the model.
The head and tail entity indexes are multiplied
with Wconcept_emb to obtain hemb and temb respec-
tively. The relation indexes of the triples are mul-
tiplied with Wrelation_emb to obtain the represen-
tation remb. The final triple representation is ob-
tained by concatenating these three representations
Trip = [hemb : remb : temb]. In this manner with
each utterance we finally get a list of triple repre-
sentations T = [Trip1, T rip2, ..., T ripn]. Not all
the triples in the list are useful for generating the
appropriate knowledge-grounded response. There-
fore we need to only select the triples appropriate
with respect to the conversational context. To make
this selection, we make use of the multi-hop atten-
tion mechanism (Tran and Niedereée, 2018). The
attention mechanism works on a query q and an in-
put sequence T = [Trip1, T rip2, ..., T ripn]. For
each k in K hop attention, the following steps are
executed:

s
(k)
t = tanh(W (k)

q Tript)⊙ tanh(W (k)
g g(k−1)) (3)

α(k) = softmax(w(k)T

s s
(k)
t ) (4)

o(k)q =
∑

t

α
(k)
t Tript (5)

Here, W (k)
q , W (k)

g and w
(k)
s are the trainable pa-

rameters, and m is a separate memory vector for
guiding the next attention step. It is recursively
updated using the following equation:

g(k)q = g(k−1)
q + okq ⊙ q (6)

The initial value of vector g(0) is defined based on
the context vector o(0)q , given by the equation 7:

o(0)q =
1

l

∑

t

hq(t)⊙ q (7)

The representation o
(k)
q is the final attended and

summed representation of T . We experiment with
two settings for fusing this representation with
the encoder hidden representation H: (i: AKnow-
PAML). At each k the representation o

(k)
q is added

to each step of the encoded representation H to
obtain the modified hidden representation H ′. (ii:
KnowPAML). At each k we concatenate okq with
hk to obtain H ′′. We finally multiply this represen-
tation with Wmap (a trainable matrix) to obtain the
final modified hidden representation H ′.

The decoder works on this obtained H ′ to produce
the output. We use cross-entropy loss with de-
coder output and reference output to evaluate gen-
eration loss Lg

Tpi
for dialogue model fW , which is

expressed as:

Lg
Tpi

(fW ) = −
∑

logp(um|u1:m−1, o
k
q ;W )

(8)

Where, um is actual response, u1:m−1 is dialogue
history, okq is attended representation of triples T
and W is weight parameter.

In addition to generation loss, we evaluate the triple
representation loss Lt

Tpi
by using Equation 9 to

train the optimal triple representation, following
Bordes et al. (2013).

hemb = temb − remb (9)

During meta-training, total loss Ltotal
Tpi

is calculated
as the sum of generation loss and triple representa-
tion loss.

Ltotal
Tpi

= Lg
Tpi

(fW ) + Lt
Tpi

(fW ) (10)

After training one batch of Tpi , the model fW , pa-
rameterized by W, is updated to W′ using SGD,

W
′
pi = W − ηinner∇WLtotal

Tpi
(fW ) (11)

Where, ηinner is inner optimization learning rate
and Ltotal

Tpi
(fW ) is total training loss.

After the parameters are updated, meta-
optimization is performed on the unseen
dialogues from Vpi set using the updated model
f(W

′
pi) to enhance the model’s performance.

According Finn et al. (2017), the meta-objective is
defined as follows:

min
W

∑

Pmi

LVpi
(fW ′

pi

)

=
∑

Pmi

LVpi
(f(W−ηouter∇WLVpi

(fW )))

(12)

Where, LVpi
(fW ′

pi
) is the loss calculated on Vpi

set. During this step, we are only considering the
dialogue generation loss rather than the total loss.

The initial parameters W are then adjusted using
SGD by computing the gradient of average loss,
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which is the total of LVpi
(fW ′

pi
) obtained at each

sampled persona divided by the batch size S. This
is expressed as follows:

W ←W − ηouter∇W
1

S

∑

Pmi

LVpi
(fW ′

pi
) (13)

Where, ηouter is the learning rate of outer optimiza-
tion and LVpi

(fW ′
pi
) is the generation loss calcu-

lated on the Vpi set by the updated model parameter
fW ′

pi
. This is achieved by the use of second-order

partial differentiation.

The validation set P valid
m now validates this meta-

training and meta-optimization after every ten itera-
tions. We are dividing the training T

p
′
i

and val-

idating V
p
′
i

set from the P valid
m and performing

the same step without altering the original param-
eters. And then save the best model based on the
LVpi

(W′). Also model get to know when to ter-
minate training by increasing the count if the loss
LVpi

(W′) is not the best loss. Algorithm 1 gives an
overview of the model.

3.2 Triple Retrieval
We use the ConceptNet, a commonsense knowl-
edge graph, which connects words and phrases with
labelled edges and has millions of concepts and
edges associated with it. For every dialogue, we
take concepts from the dialogue history of length
one and associated persona statements to find the
ConceptNet neighbours of each concept up to two
hops. for example, zero-hop concept C0 (which
is taken from dialogue history and persona state-
ments) is associated with one-hop concept C1 (all
immediate neighbours and all relation between
them) and one-hop concept C1 is associated with
two-hop concept C2. (head concept, relation, tail
concept). The top 100 concepts-relations based on
weights are then formed into triples (head concept,
relation between them, tail concept).

4 Experiments

Our experiments are described in this section, in-
cluding the dataset, implementation details, base-
lines, and evaluation metrics.

4.1 Dataset
The PERSONA-CHAT dataset (Zhang et al., 2018),
which was also used in the PAML framework

(Madotto et al., 2019), was employed for our exper-
iments. The dataset has 1155 different personas in
the train data and 100 each in the validation and test
data. Each dialogue in this has 4 to 5 persona state-
ments associated with it, and each unique persona
has an average of 8.3 unique dialogues.

4.2 Implementation Details
We used the Transformer architecture (Vaswani
et al., 2017) which includes six encoder, six de-
coder layers and four attention heads, just like
Madotto et al. (2019), with Glove embedding (Pen-
nington et al., 2014). Here, Transformer’s hid-
den dimension and word embedding dimension are
both set at 300. We utilized two different optimiz-
ers: SGD for training (inner loop optimizer) and
ADAM (Kingma and Ba, 2014) for optimization
(outer loop optimizer) with learning rates of 0.01
and 0.0003, respectively and the batch size is set to
16 for both the inner and outer loops.

4.3 Evaluation
We are employing both automatic and human eval-
uation metrics to evaluate the quality of response
compared to baselines.

Automatic Evaluation We evaluate the perplexity
(PPL), BLEU score (Papineni et al., 2002), and
entailment score (entl), also known as the c score
in Madotto et al. (2019). The PPL of the model in-
dicates how well it understands the task on the test
set; the lower the perplexity, the better the model
understands the language. The BLEU score reflects
how close the generated response is to the actual
response; usually, a higher BLEU score suggests
that the generated response is more comparable
to the actual response; however, this cannot be as-
serted for every scenario. The entl score denotes
how much persona information was included in the
generated response from persona assertions. If the
generated response entails the persona, the score
is 1, if the response is independent of the persona,
the score is 0, and if the response contradicts the
persona information, the score is -1. The higher
the entailment score, the more consistent the model
is with the persona. This score is calculated using
Madotto et al. (2019)’s fine-tuned BERT model,
which was trained on persona-based Dialog NLI
(Welleck et al., 2018) dataset and has an accuracy
of 88.43%.

Human Evaluation We evaluate the Fluency (flcy)
to measure the generated response’s grammatical
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Persona
I go to the gym 4 days a week.

I only drink water.
I work in labor and delivery.

I am happy being single and alone.
I do not want children.

Context
Speaker 1: hello. how are you doing ?
Speaker 2: hi , i am doing great . how are you ?
Speaker 1: feeling crabby , but i am like that naturally anyway .
Speaker 2: oh ok . what do you do for a living ?
Speaker 1: i am a kennel cleaner at a local animal shelter. and you ?
Speaker 2: i am a doctor in the labor and deliver unit .
Speaker 1: sounds very important . you must be a people person .
Speaker 2: thanks i try to be . i love being along more than it looks like
Speaker 1: i much prefer to hang with animals than people .
Speaker 2: what do you do for fun ? i go work out 4 times a week
Speaker 1: play video games and watch movies . you must be in good shape .
Speaker 2: i try to be i will not drink soda or even tea , just water
Speaker 1: that sounds like a healthy lifestyle .
Speaker 2: it was hard to get use to at first . i use to love soda
Speaker 1: i still love soda , especially sprite . do you have lots of friends or family ?

Responses
Gold i have family and a handful of friends when i am off i keep to myself
Corpus + Persona + Finetuning i work at the hospital in labor and delivery
Corpus + Finetuning i do not by the water i am okay and i am okay
PAML + Persona i work at the gym at work at work
PAML no it is easy for work
KnowPAML + Persona i work at the hospital in labor and delivery
AKnowPAML yes it does . it depends on the woman
KnowPAML i do not have any , i like living alone .

Table 1: Example of responses generated by the implemented models using 10-shot.

correctness or readability, the Consistency (Con) to
measure the persona information included in the re-
sponse from persona assertions, and the Coherence
(Coh) to measure the generated response’s rele-
vance with reference to the dialogue history. Three
post-graduate-level human experts were asked to
rate 200 randomly selected responses from 20 dif-
ferent personas which is generated by the proposed
methodology. They were asked to rate consistency
on a scale of -1 to 1, with -1 reflecting a contra-
diction of persona in the generated response, 0 re-
flecting neutral, and 1 reflecting persona-consistent.
And fluency and coherence on a scale of 1 to 3.
In fluency, 1 represents poor, 2 represents mod-
erate, and 3 represents excellent in grammatical
correctness or readability. And in coherence, 1 for
inappropriate responses with context, 2 for mod-

erately coherent responses with context, and 3 for
contextually coherent responses.

4.4 Experimental Settings

In our research, we evaluated various training set-
tings in the Transformer model:

PAML: Madotto et al. (2019) proposed this frame-
work, It is a meta-trained model that is tested after
fine-tuning the model with dialogues from the same
persona.

PAML + Persona: Similar to PAML, except per-
sona statements are included with dialogue history.

Corpus + Finetuning: A model is trained tradition-
ally with dialogue history only as Eq.2 but fine-
tuned and tested as PAML.
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Experiment
10-Shot 5-Shot

PPL BLEU Entl PPL BLEU Entl
Corpus + Persona + Finetuning 73.45 0.38 0.09 284.73 0.18 -0.05

Corpus (Varshney et al., 2020) + Finetuning 59.81 0.44 0.06 65.16 0.26 0.03
PAML + Persona 70.55 0.28 0.05 59.4 0.37 0.06

PAML (Madotto et al., 2019) 41.88 0.87 0.18 40.55 0.87 0.1
KnowPAML + Persona 56.32 0.87 0.11 55.66 0.8 0.06

AKnowPAML 45.78 1.23 0.18 48.6 1.29 0.08
KnowPAML 48.59 0.76 0.24 45.36 0.83 0.15

Table 2: Automatic Evaluation Results: When comparing with PAML, KnowPAML and AKnowPAML demonstrate that
including concept into the model improves Persona Consistency and BLEU score respectively.

Experiment
10-Shot 5-Shot

flcy Con Coh flcy Con Coh
Corpus + Persona + Finetuning 2.33 0.12 1.49 2.08 0.07 1.38

Corpus (Varshney et al., 2020) + Finetuning 2.03 0.08 1.53 1.91 0.06 1.46
PAML + Persona 2.36 0.09 1.35 2.11 0.05 1.29

PAML (Madotto et al., 2019) 2.77 0.24 2.17 2.63 0.13 2.06
KnowPAML + Persona 2.71 0.16 2.06 2.56 0.09 1.97

AKnowPAML 2.89 0.25 2.33 2.74 0.14 2.23
KnowPAML 2.83 0.33 2.21 2.64 0.18 2.13

Table 3: Human Evaluation Results: When comparing with PAML, KnowPAML and AKnowPAML demonstrate that including
concept into the model improves Consistency (Con) and Coherence (Coh) respectively.

Corpus +Persona + Finetuning: Similar to the last
one, except persona statements are included with
dialogue history.

KnowPAML: We include knowledge in the form of
triples with a multi-hop attention mechanism into
the PAML using (setting (ii) section 3.1)

KnowPAML + Persona: Similar to KnowPAML,
except persona statements are included with dia-
logue history.

AKnowPAML: This is similar to KnowPAML, but
it differs in how attended triples are integrated into
encoder outputs (setting (i) section 3.1).

We created dialogue history by appending all past
utterances in the dialogue, with the length dictated
by the number of turns that occurred, so there is
no predetermined length. It will change with the
turns, and there are no limits to the number of turns.
We showed the results of 5 and 10 shots, where the
response from the dialogue context and associated
persona is generated after finetuning on 5 and 10
dialogue with the same persona, respectively.

Figure 2: Entl Score vs K-Shot results of KnowPAML,
AKnowPAML and PAML frameworks.

5 Result and Discussion

The results of the automatic and human evaluation
for the 5-shot and 10-shot settings are shown in
Table 2 and Table 3 respectively. KnowPAML was
found to be most consistent to the persona in both
automatic and human evaluation when compared
to other systems. This implies that by incorporat-
ing persona and dialogue history knowledge into
the existing framework, the system generates re-
sponses with a greater amount of persona infor-
mation. AKnowPAML, on the other hand, per-
formed better in terms of BLEU, fluency (flcy),
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and coherence (Coh). Perplexity (PPL), however,
is higher in both instances, demonstrating a nega-
tive correlation between PPL and human likeness
(Doğruöz and Skantze, 2021). KnowPAML out-
performed PAML by 33.3% in 10-shots and 50%
in 5-shots in terms of Entl score. In terms of con-
sistency score (human evaluation), KnowPAML
outperformed PAML by 37.5% in 10-shots and
38.5% in 5-shots. In the case of AKnowPAML, the
Entl score is similar to the PAML score, while the
BLEU score outperforms by 41.4% in 10-shots and
48.3% in 5-shots. Fluency and coherence are equiv-
alent in PMAL, AKnowPAML, and KnowPAML in
terms of human evaluation. The Entl score versus
K-Shot results of KnowPAML, AKnowPAML, and
PAML frameworks are shown in Figure 2, where
K is 1, 3, 5, 7, and 10. Shots refer to the number
of dialogues, such as 1-shot means one dialogue, 3-
shot means three dialogue, that is used to fine-tune.
Figure 2 shows that KnowPAML behaves more lin-
early compare to PAML and AKnowPAML. Entl
score of KnowPAML intersects with PAML’s score
at 5-shot and then it keeps improving over PAML.

5.1 Analysis

Table 1 shows an example of generated responses
from different models using 10-shot fine tuning
on held-out persona. As the PERSONA-CHAT
dataset is an open domain conversation, the flow of
the conversation can go in any direction, and the
speaker generally talks in consonance with their
persona. For new persona (not present in training
data) it is often difficult to generate meaningful per-
sona grounded responses that are also contextually
relevant.

In Table 1, speaker 1 wants to know whether
speaker 2 has a lot of friends or family; the re-
sponse given by the KnowPAML framework is cor-
rect and consistent with the persona and context. In
contrast, the response generated by the other frame-
work is consistent with the persona but not with the
context. The response from the PAML system in
this case is inconsistent with both the persona and
the context. In Table 4, The speaker asks, “How
are you this evening?”. All frameworks generate
correct response given the context, however, our
model generates a more engaging response that is
consistent with one of the persona statements.

It has also been observed that responses generated
by KnowPAML have an advantage in generating

Persona:
i have got two more years in college
i study law
i want to be successful
i am a student
i have no siblings
Context:
hello , how are you this evening ?
Responses:
Corpus + Persona + Finetuning:
i am well just studying
PAML + Persona:
i am doing good and you ?
PAML:
i am well just studying
KnowPAML + Persona:
i am well just studying for class
AKnowPAML:
fine . are you from one of my law classes ?
KnowPAML:
fine . are you from one of my law classes ?

Table 4: Comparison of response generated by the PAML
and KnowPAML using 10-shots.

more persona consistent responses compared to
AknowPAML, whereas AknowPAML attempts to
generate depending on the real response, which is
why the BLEU score is high. However, in terms
of fluency, all are comparable, demonstrating that
BLEU does not correlate with human judgment, as
underlined by Liu et al. (2016) in their research of
“How Not to Evaluate Your Dialogue System”.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed the KnowPAML frame-
work, which uses a multi-hop attention mecha-
nism to absorb concepts in the form of triples
from the ConceptNet knowledge graph in a Meta-
learning setting. Our PERSONA-CHAT experi-
ment demonstrates the advantage of using Know-
PAML over previous frameworks in terms of
persona-adaptability, resulting in more persona-
consistent responses. The analysis of the generated
responses reveals that the knowledge added model
can successfully aid in persona adaptability, con-
sistent response generation, and conversation flow.
Although fluency and coherence are comparable to
those of others, they can be improved further in the
future by using a pre-trained language model.
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